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Tablets for schools: September 2013 

Carter Community School, Poole 

Website: http://www.carter.poole.sch.uk/ 

Contact name 

Rob Davies, Principal 

DaviesR@carter.poole.sch.uk  

School Profile 
This profile is taken from a questionnaire which was sent to all 21 schools taking part in the Tablets 

for Schools research in July 2013. Unless otherwise stated, all figures in this case study represent the 

school cohort at that time. 

Carter Community School is a small Academy with 397 pupils. 47% of pupils are eligible for free 

school meals and 123 pupils have SEN. 34% of pupils achieved five A*–C at GCSE (2013), including 

English and Maths. Over the past few years standards in terms of both behaviour and academic 

performance have risen considerably and Carter Community School was the second most improved 

school in England in 2012. The school was rated Grade 2 by Ofsted in 2012. The school does not have 

a Sixth Form.  

Tablet introduction 

The school provided pupils in Years 9, 10 and 11 with iPad 2 Tablets during summer term 2012. Years 

7 and 8 were provided with iPad 2s in autumn term 2013. Teachers were provided with Tablets free 

of charge.  

It was estimated that the preparations for introducing Tablets took approximately two years. This 

time was spent upgrading the technical infrastructure and training staff.  

Tablets were financed through a blended approach of school funding and parental contributions. 

Parents of pupils in Years 7 and 8 pay £12 a month over three years, while parents of pupils in Year 9 

pay £15 a month over two years. Parents of pupils in Years 10 and 11 have been asked to pay the full 

amount of £275 because the pupils will leave at the end of this or the following year and thus will 

not be able to undertake a three-year lease.  

The school has received a grant of £5,000 from the e-Learning Foundation. Parents of children on 

free meals are offered discounts and iPads are bought outright for children in care.  

The school has experienced breakages at the rate of 1%, which it felt were a result of genuine 

accidents. The school’s insurance policy states that Tablets must be kept in robust cases which 

protect corners.  

The parental lease fee includes insurance cover for one initial breakage, after which parents have to 

pay £50 towards a replacement iPad. Each iPad has an extended warranty. Parents who have 
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purchased the iPad must provide their own insurance. The school has also taken out ‘gap insurance’ 

to ensure that if parents stop paying, the school will not be liable for financial payment.  

The school had to install additional broadband capacity to support the introduction of one-to-one 

Tablets at a total cost of £5,000 per year. In addition the school has installed Apple TVs across the 

school, at a total cost of £3,000; has installed additional wifi access points, at a total cost of £30,000; 

and has updated the network backbone, at a total cost of £12,000. The school also spends an annual 

£18,000 on IT staff.  

Carter Community School shares its wifi with the local junior school and Sure Start, which the 

Principal at the school sees as a benefit, as it means the schools can share IT support resources.  

At the point of introduction, the school was undergoing a refurbishment which meant it had funds 

earmarked for updating the wifi capability. The school has decided to close one of its three IT suites, 

which has allowed it to redirect funds towards the maintenance of infrastructure.  

The school has installed a SmartCash filtering system. There is some tension between teachers and 

the network managers regarding how much control the network managers should have and how 

much freedom should be given to pupils.  

The school did not perceive distraction to be a major challenge, but felt that this was a matter of 

classroom management and how the Tablets were integrated into learning. The teacher leader said:  

This is not much of a problem. Any off-task behaviour is dealt with in the same way 
regardless of iPads. We have set the highest expectations right from the start. Since May I 
have spoken to two students only about misuse of iPads in the classroom. 

The computer-to-pupil ratio before the introduction of Tablets was 1:3. The school still has a 

computer suite.  

The reasons for adopting one-to-one Tablets were:  

 to prepare pupils for working/living in a digital age  

 to support self-led research and problem solving  

Professional development 

The school offered professional development to all staff before Tablets were introduced, during the 

period of transition, and during the time since deployment. The training was organised internally 

and focused both on technical advice and on supporting teaching staff in their use of Tablets in 

lessons. It says: 

Joint practice development works much, much better than sharing good practice. You need 
ideas, but to work from the start of planning to incorporate these into teaching. 

Carter Community School has had a strong focus on internal professional development. The school 

has identified a Virtual Learning Leader who runs Teaching and Learning Breakfasts, and the 

leadership at the school feel that these meetings will be important in driving the project forward.  
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External guidance 

The school required external guidance with regard to finance, insurance and wifi. For financial issues 

the school contacted a reseller which was able to provide support with lease packages as well as 

Apple Financial Services. Concerning insurance, the school found it difficult to uncover complicated 

details and hidden clauses in insurance packages, but received guidance from their chosen provider, 

XMA. Regarding wifi, the school needed to make sure they were balancing cost and operability.  

The school also required guidance with communicating their vision to parents. An Apple 

Distinguished Educator attended the school’s parents’ evening to show parents how the devices 

could be used in learning. The school also communicated research from other Tablet schools to 

parents in order to build consensus. 

Perceived benefits of using one-to-one Tablets in education 

Tablets are already changing the way lessons are structured, making them much more 
focused on the student working rather than the teacher. We have also noticed greater 
parental enquiry over what students are working on in and out of school. Also, in an area of 
acute deprivation, students have the feeling that they are at the leading edge of something 
rather than bringing up the rear. 

Perceived disadvantages/pitfalls of using one-to-one Tablets in education 

The cost is an issue, especially if you seek to pass that on to parents. Teachers also have to be 
clear about what they are going to use these for, otherwise it becomes a gimmick. 

The biggest surprise about the use of one-to-one Tablets after they were introduced 

Lunchtime and break time have become much more collaborative – students sit in groups 
sharing apps and tips. Not all and not all the time, but I feel a sense of students sharing 
learning (even if it might be Minecraft-based sometimes). 

What did you wish you had known before introducing the Tablets? 

Joint Practice Development – showing what can be done is all very good, but where 
colleagues have worked together, from the bottom of lesson planning upwards, we have 
seen the most innovative use of iPads. 

Case Study 
This case study is taken from a visit to the school on Thursday 23 May 2013, during which discussion 

with the leadership team and observation of classroom use of the Tablet devices took place.  

Introducing Tablets 

When the current Principal at Carter Community School, Mr Rob Davies, joined four years ago, it was 

felt that although the school had improved significantly the teaching still needed to be developed 

further. Mr Davies wanted to offer more opportunities for pupils to work independently and practise 

problem solving and critical thinking. It was felt that the use of Tablets could support this and give 

teachers a chance to make lessons more exciting and to improve learning. The school has previously 
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experienced problems with attendance, and Mr Davies hoped that Tablets might help engage pupils 

with the curriculum and learning. 

The school organised an initial meeting with parents in September 2012 to introduce their plans. A 

launch night was subsequently hosted in February 2013, when parents were invited to sign a usage 

agreement which consisted of key guidelines, such as charging the iPad overnight and using it 

responsibly. The introduction of the devices was delayed until late May because of a late delivery of 

cases. 

Pupils who owned an iPad themselves were allowed to bring it to school. Between 20% and 30% of 

pupils do not yet have an iPad. This is largely because their parents either do not want to engage 

with the new technology or are waiting to see how the project develops before they commit 

financially. However, the Principal at Carter Community School does not see a problem with this 

because he believes that the pupils can comfortably share devices. 

The school invested heavily in training before the introduction of Tablets. The teachers were 

supplied with devices in spring 2012, and have undergone continual training since then. The benefit 

of the Tablet was argued to be the intuitive nature of the operating system, which many teachers 

will already be familiar with. The school continues to run fortnightly peer-to-peer network meetings 

for teachers to share ideas. The school has made use of Twitter to contact people who could run 

iPad training sessions.  

Choosing the Tablet 

The school wanted to introduce Tablets because they were thought to facilitate collaboration better 

than other devices, as they lie flat on the desk and can be carried around easily, whereas the laptop, 

by its physical shape, seems to act more as a barrier. 

The school considered a variety of other Tablets before choosing the iPad, including Samsung Galaxy 

Tabs, Lenovo Tablets and the Microsoft Surface. The iPad 2 was chosen for a number of reasons. 

Leadership at the school had researched and visited several other schools using Tablets, most of 

which were using iPads and had had positive experiences with this. The availability of apps, 

especially free apps, was also felt to be better on the iOS system.  

Content  

The school ensured that all pupils had a few key apps such as Dropbox, Evernote, Popplet, Prezi, 

iMovie and Moodle. The school pays for apps and feels that if an app is required in the classroom, 

the pupils should not be expected to pay for it.  

Recommendations 

Principal Rob Davies offered the following advice for other schools looking to make similar 

investments: 

 Make the decision quickly. 

 Start using the Tablets at the beginning of the school year rather than half-way through 

the summer term.  

 Invest in staff training. Staff need to feel they have been given enough time and support 

to do what the school is asking them to do.  
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 Some parents are opposed to the idea and so it is wise to prepare for that.  

 However, there is a need for the school to ‘stick to its guns’ over the educational 

benefits of the new technology. 


